. Scheme of the HIV-1 genotyping microarray and examples of the hybridization signals produced by wild type target DNA molecules. (a) Position of the 360 spots printed on each of the four subarrays of the microarray. Discriminating probes are shown in black, positive HIV-1 internal hybridization controls (IHC-PR3, IHC-PR4, IHC-RT3 and IHC-RT4) are depicted in green, negative controls (C-:FMDV-G142-15r and C-:FMDV-E142-15r, corresponding to sequences of the foot-and-mouth disease virus VP1 coding region) appear in red and additional negative controls including spotting solution (C-) are shown in grey. Yellow background highlights the probes complementary to wild type sequences for each queried codon. The highly performing probes that were maintained after the quality control protocol (see main text) are underlined. Further details on the probe sequences are given in Supp. Table S1 . Rows 1-4 contain the PR-specific probes and rows 5-15 the RT ones. (b) and (c) Examples of microarray images corresponding to the hybridization of PR and RT targets with wild type sequences, using ScanArray and GenePix microarray scanners (see Methods), respectively. -1 RT: V62, S68, S69,  Ins69a, Ins69b, Ins69c, Ins69d, I75, T75, I100, E101, I108, M151, M178, C181, I184, H188,  K211, Table B . Classification accuracy of binary mixtures of pure clonal samples used to set the preliminary detection limit of the microarray.
Step 4 did not increase the accuracy in this series of experiments because none of the full hybridized microarrays had to be discarded.
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